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ABSTRACT
In order to monitor dynamic physiological events in near-real time, a variety of photoacoustic computed to-
mography (PACT) systems have been developed that can rapidly acquire data. Previously reported studies
of dynamic PACT have employed conventional static methods to reconstruct a temporally ordered sequence of
images on a frame-by-frame basis. Frame-by-frame image reconstruction (FBFIR) methods fail to exploit corre-
lations between data frames and are known to be statistically and computationally suboptimal. In this study, a
low-rank matrix estimation-based spatio-temporal image reconstruction (LRME-STIR) method is investigated
for dynamic PACT applications. The LRME-STIR method is based on the observation that, in many PACT
applications, the number of frames is much greater than the rank of the ideal noiseless data matrix. Using
computer-simulated photoacoustic data, the performance of the LRME-STIR method is compared with that of
conventional FBFIR method. The results demonstrate that LRME-STIR method is not only computationally
more efficient but also produces more accurate dynamic PACT images than a conventional FBFIR method.
Keywords: photoacoustic computed tomography; optoacoustic tomography; dynamic imaging; low-rank matrix
estimation
1. INTRODUCTION
Photoacoustic computed tomography (PACT), also known as optoacoustic tomography, is an emerging imaging
modality that has great potential for a wide range of biomedical imaging applications.1–3 PACT is a hybrid
imaging modality that combines the high spatial resolution of ultrasound imaging and the high soft tissue
contrast of optical imaging.4–6 In PACT, a short laser pulse is employed to illuminate an object and internal
acoustic wavefields are produced via the thermoacoustic effect. The acoustic wavefields propagate out of the
object and are measured by use of ultrasonic transducers.4, 5, 7 From the measured wavefield data, an image that
depicts the absorbed optical energy density distribution within the object, hereafter referred to as the object
function, is produced by use of a reconstruction algorithm. The vast majority of PACT image reconstruction
algorithms developed to date assume static imaging conditions, in which the sought-after object function is
independent of time.
In PACT studies that involve dynamic physiological processes, the object function changes with time. The
goal of dynamic PACT8–11 is to reconstruct a sequence of object function estimates that correspond to a collection
of time points. These temporal samples of the object function will be referred to as ‘object frames’. At each
temporal sample in a dynamic PACT study, a static PACT data set is recorded. This data set will be referred
to as a ‘data frame’. It is assumed that the object function remains static during acquisition of each data frame,
which can be approximately satisfied if the temporal resolution of the imaging system is sufficiently high. An
estimate of each object frame can be reconstructed from the corresponding data frame by use of a conventional
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static PACT reconstruction algorithm. This image reconstruction approach will be referred to as a frame-by-
frame image reconstruction (FBFIR) method, and has been utilized in the vast majority of previous studies of
dynamic PACT.9–12 A limitation of FBFIR methods is that they fail to exploit correlations between data frames
and are therefore known to be statistically and computationally suboptimal13–15 .
Several image reconstruction methods have been proposed for dynamic PACT.9–12 Gamelin et. al proposed to
synthesize a densely sampled data frame by estimating the pressure data at the locations between transducers.16
It was demonstrated that use of the method could improve the temporal resolution of a PACT imaging system
by permitting sufficiently accurate image reconstruction from data frames of reduced sizes. However, being an
FBFIR method, it is subject to the limitations discussed above. In a different study, an image-domain Karhunen-
Loe`ve (KL) filter (i.e, principal component filter) and an independent component analysis filter were applied to
the images reconstructed by use of an FBFIR method.17
Unlike FBFIR methods, spatio-temporal image reconstruction (STIR) methods for dynamic tomography
modalities jointly reconstruct the sequence of object frame estimates by use of all of the data frames. These algo-
rithms exploit statistical correlations or deterministic linear dependency between either data or image frames.18, 19
In this way, STIR methods can circumvent the limitations of FBFIR methods that are described above. A variety
of advanced STIR methods have been developed for use with established dynamic tomography modalities.13, 20–22
When utilized in conjunction with optimized data-acquisition protocols, STIR methods can improve the temporal
resolution of an imaging system, so that rapid dynamic physiological events can be visualized.15, 20 Despite these
advantages, the development and investigation of STIR methods for dynamic PACT remains largely unexplored.
In this study, a low-rank matrix estimation-based spatio-temporal image reconstruction (LRME-STIR)
method is investigated for dynamic PACT applications. The LRME-STIR method is based on the observa-
tion that, in many PACT applications, the number of frames is much greater than the rank of the ideal noiseless
data matrix. Our work is inspired by the successful application of similar ideas in dynamic magnetic resonance
imaging.15, 21 The remainder of the article is organized as follows. The static and dynamic PACT image recon-
struction problems are reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the LRME-STIR method. Computer
simulation studies and results are provided in Section 4 and 5 respectively. We conclude with a brief summary
in Section 6.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Static image reconstruction in conventional PACT
A static PACT imaging system can be accurately described by a continuous-to-discrete (C-D) imaging model
as5, 7, 23–25
[g]jI+i = h
e(t) ∗t
1
Ωj
∫
Ωj
dr′
β
4πCp
∫
V
drAs(r)
d
dt
δ
(
t− |r
′−r|
c0
)
|r′ − r|
∣∣∣∣∣
t=i∆T
, i=0,1,··· ,I−1j=0,1,··· ,J−1, (1)
where he(t) is the electrical impulse response (EIR) of the transducer,24, 26 ∗t denotes the temporal convolution
operation, δ(t) is the one-dimensional Dirac delta function, and β, c0 and Cp denote the thermal coefficient
of volume expansion, the (constant) speed-of-sound, and the specific heat capacity of the medium at constant
pressure, respectively. The static object function, As(r), is assumed to be bounded and contained within the
volume V . The vector g ∈ RIJ represents a lexicographically ordered collection of sampled values of the electrical
signals produced by the ultrasonic transducers, where J and I denote the number of transducers employed in the
imaging system and the number of temporal samples recorded by each transducer, respectively. The notation
[g]jI+i will be utilized to denote the (jI+ i)-th element of g. Here, the integer-valued indices j and i describe the
transducer location and temporal sample, respectively. The quantity Ωj denotes the detection area of the j-th
transducer and ∆t the temporal sampling interval. By introducing an operator H to denote the C-D mapping
from As(r) to g, Eqn. (1) can be written as
g = HAs, (2)
where H will be referred to as a static PACT imaging operator.
Based on Eqn. (1), iterative image reconstruction algorithms have been developed for estimation ofAs(r).24, 25, 27
When the transducer size is small and/or the object is located near the center of a relatively large measurement
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geometry, the surface integral over Ωj can be neglected. In these cases, a variety of analytic formulae
28–31 can
also be employed for image reconstruction after de-convolving the EIR from the recorded signals.32 Linear static
image reconstruction algorithms will be described as
Aˆs = Bg, (3)
where the matrix B ∈ RN×IJ represents a discrete image reconstruction operator and Aˆs ∈ RN is the recon-
structed digital image arranged in a lexicographical order with N being the number of pixels or voxels.
2.2 Dynamic PACT and frame-by-frame image reconstruction
In dynamic PACT, the optical absorption coefficient µa(r, t
s) and the optical fluence Φ(r, ts) are time-dependent.4
The time-dependent object function is accordingly defined as A(r, ts) ≡ Φ(r, ts)µa(r, t
s). Here and throughout
the manuscript, ts (or the corresponding index k defined below) will be referred to as a slow-time (i.e., the time
of each frame) coordinate, while the time coordinate t (or the corresponding index i) in Eqn. (1) will be referred
to as a fast-time (i.e., the arrival time of acoustic signals) coordinate.
The k-th frame of the dynamic object is defined as
Ak(r) ≡ Φ(r, t
s)µa(r, t
s)
∣∣∣
ts=k∆ts
, for k = 0, 1, · · · ,K − 1, (4)
where K denotes the number of temporal samples, indexed by k, with temporal sampling interval ∆ts . Replacing
As(r) in Eqn. (2) by Ak(r) yields
gk = HAk, (5)
where gk ∈ R
IJ denotes the k-th data frame.
The goal of dynamic PACT is to estimate the collection of object frames {Ak(r)}
K−1
k=0 from the measured
data frames of {gk}
K−1
k=0 . To accomplish this, a linear frame-by-frame image reconstruction (FBFIR) method
operates as
Aˆk = Bgk, for k = 0, 1, · · · ,K − 1, (6)
where Aˆk ∈ R
N represents a finite-dimensional estimate of the k-th object frame Ak(r). Note that B has to
be applied K times to obtain the sought-after sequence of image estimates {Aˆk}
K−1
k=0 . We define the matrices
Aˆ ∈ RN×K and G ∈ RIJ×K as
Aˆ = [Aˆ0|Aˆ1| · · · |AˆK−1], and G = [g0|g1| · · · |gK−1], (7)
where G will be referred to as the data matrix. In terms of these matrices, Eqn. (6) can be expressed as
Aˆ = BG. (8)
3. LOW-RANK MATRIX ESTIMATION-BASED STIR FOR DYNAMIC PACT
3.1 Spatio-temporal image reconstruction method
Consider the singular-value decomposition (SVD)18 of the data matrix G:
G =
R−1∑
k=0
µkvku
†
k, (9)
where R is the rank of G, the superscript † denotes the matrix adjoint, and {uk,vk, µ
2
k}
R−1
k=0 is the associated
singular system. Note that the SVD of the data matrix can be calculated efficiently because for many dynamic
PACT applications, the value of K is on the order of 100.9–11 On substitution from Eqn. (9) into Eqn. (8), one
obtains
Aˆ =
R−1∑
k=0
µkBvku
†
k. (10)
Equation (10) describes a STIR method that is mathematically equivalent to the FBFIR method in Eqns. (6)
or (8). However, when the rank of the data matrix is far smaller than the number of slow-time frames, the
number of applications of the static image reconstruction operator B will be reduced from K to R, which will
significantly reduce the computational burden.
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3.2 Low-rank matrix estimation-based STIR method
The derivation of the STIR formula in Eqn. (10) did not consider data noise. Because of measurement noise,
the measured data matrix, denoted by G, is likely to be of full rank, i.e., R = K, where R is the rank of G.
Simply replacing G in Eqn. (10) with a full-rank data matrix G will mitigate the computational advantages of
the STIR method. Furthermore, directly applying the STIR formula with noisy measurements may result in
image artifacts, just as would occur in FBFIR. These artifacts can be mitigated by incorporating regularization
in the static image reconstruction operator B.25, 27 Alternatively, an explicit denoising approach can be employed
to estimate the noise-free G, from which A can be reconstructed by use of algorithms developed for idealized
noise-free measurements32 such as Eqn. (10). In this study, the latter strategy is employed.
Hereafter, random quantities are underlined. The measured data matrix G can be expressed as
G = G+N, (11)
where N is a random noise matrix of dimensions IJ ×K and G is the noiseless data matrix. Estimation of G
from G is a classic image denoising problem. A variety of image denoising algorithms can be employed for this
task, including recently studied sparsity-regularized denoising methods.32–35 In this study, denoising of G was
performed by solving the following optimization problem:15, 36, 37
Gˆ = argmin
G
1
2
‖G−G‖2F + βRank(G), (12)
where Rank(G) denotes the rank of G, β is a regularization parameter, and ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.
The Frobenius norm is defined as the square root of the sum of the absolute squares of the matrix’s elements,
and can be viewed as an extension of the ℓ2 vector norm to matrices. The penalty term Rank(G) will promote
solutions Gˆ that are of low rank. Equation (12), which will be referred to as the low-rank matrix estimation
(LRME) problem, possesses a closed-form solution that can be calculated via the singular value hard thresholding
(SVHT) estimator as38
Gˆ =
Rˆ−1∑
k=0
µ
k
vk u
†
k, (13)
where {uk,vk, µ
2
k
} denotes the singular system of G and Rˆ is the maximum of {k|µ
k
> β}.
Because both are conducted in the singular system of data matrices, the low-rank regularized data matrix
denoising and the STIR method can be naturally combined as a two-step LRME-based STIR (LRME-STIR)
method. Since we employed the SVHT estimator in Eqn. (13), we obtained not only a low-rank estimate Gˆ but
also its singular system as {uk,vk, µ
2
k
}Rˆ−1k=0 . Therefore, applying the STIR formula to Gˆ can be immediately
obatined by replacing R, µk, vk, and uk in Eqn. (10) with Rˆ, µk, vk, and uk, respectively. When Rˆ ≪ K, the
LRME-STIR method can be computationally efficient.
4. DESCRIPTIONS OF NUMERICAL STUDIES
Computer-simulation studies were conducted to demonstrate the use of the STIR method for dynamic PACT
reconstruction.
A schematic of the measurement geometry is shown in Fig. 1. This measurement geometry emulates an ex-
isting small-animal imaging system.39 We employed a time-varying object function that was spatially supported
in a square region of size 11× 11 mm2. The object function was discretized along the slow-time coordinate into
K = 90 object frames according to Eqn. (4). Around the object, J = 512 ultrasonic transducers were uniformly
distributed on a ring of radius 25 mm. Ninety data frames were simulated corresponding to the 90 object frames
respectively. Each data frame was analytically calculated by use of Eqn. (5) with with I = 650 at the fast-time
sampling rate of 40 MHz. Accordingly, the noise-free data matrix G had dimensions of 332, 800× 90. The noise
matrix N contained white Gaussian entries with variance specified as 20% of ‖G‖2F/(IJK). Summation of N
and G resulted in the noisy data matrix G according to Eqn. (11).
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Figure 1. Schematic of the circular measurement geometry, where the shaded square represents a region-of-interest (ROI)
and the blue dots represent 512 transducers uniformly distributed on a ring.
We implemented both the FBFIR and the LRME-STIR methods for imaging reconstruction. The linear
static imaging operator B in both Eqns. (8) and (10) was defined as a discrete version of a two-dimensional FBP
formula40 whose description in continuous form is given by:
Aˆk(r) =
Cp
πc0βR′
∫
Ω
dr′
∫ 2R′
c0
0
dt
∂
∂t
t
∂
∂t
log |t2c20 − |r
′ − r|2|
∫ t
0
dτgk(r
′, τ), (14)
where R′ = 25 mm was the scanning radius, c0 = 1.5 mm/µs, Ω was the measurement circle, Cp/β was set to
be 1.0 in arbitrary units (a.u), and the measured pressure gk(r
′, t) for the k-th frame was a function of location
r′ ∈ Ω and fast-time t. Since we assumed idealized point-like transducers, samples of gk(r
′, t) were equivalent to
the simulated measurement data.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Images reconstructed from noise-free data are shown in Fig. 2. Since the data contain no noise, we applied the
STIR formula in Eqn. (10) directly to the noise-free data. As expected, images reconstructed by use of the STIR
method (Fig. 2-(c)) are nearly identical to those reconstructed by use of the FBFIR method (Fig. 2-(b)). Both
algorithms accurately reconstruct absorbed optical energy density distribution as specified by the phantom in
Fig. 2-(a). This observation holds true for all 90 slow-time frames. Pixel time-activity curves corresponding to
the STIR method agree with the phantom accurately as shown in Fig. 3. The results demonstrate that the STIR
method is mathematically equivalent to the FBFIR method. However, the STIR method was 15 times faster
than the FBFIR method because it required the application of the FBP algorithm 6 times in comparison to the
15 times required for the FBFIR method.
k=0(a)
A
B
C
D
k=0(b) k=0(c)
Figure 2. The 0-th frame of (a) the dynamic object, and the images reconstructed by use of (b) the FBFIR and (c) the
STIR methods from the noise-free data, respectively.
Images reconstructed from noisy data are shown in Fig. 4. As expected, images reconstructed by use of the
LRME-STIR method (Fig. 4-(b)) appear to have a reduced noise level in comparison to the images reconstructed
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Figure 3. Pixel time-activity-curves of images reconstructed by use of the STIR method from the noise-free data.
by use of the FBFIR method (Fig. 4-(b)). The reduced noise level can be more evidently observed in Fig. 5,
which displays the collection of time-activity curves of pixels on the line y = 0. The image reconstructed by
use of the FBFIR method contains multiple vertical streak-artifacts as shown in Fig. 5-(b). These steaks are
caused by the additive random noise, which are not attended in the conventional FBFIR method. In contrast,
the LRME-STIR method effectively mitigated these streaks as shown in Fig. 4-(c). This is because the LRME
step reduced the noise level of the data matrix. After the LRME, the noise-reduced data matrix Gˆ has a rank
of 4. Accordingly, by use of the STIR formula, the computational time was reduced by a factor of 20.
k=0(a)
Y=0
k=0(b)
Figure 4. The 0-th frame of the images reconstructed by use of (a) the FBFIR and (b) the LRME-STIR methods from
the noisy data.
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Figure 5. Estimates of {Ak(x, y = 0)}
89
k=0 by use of (b) the FBFIR method and (c) the LRME-STIR method from the
noisy data contaminated with 20% Gaussian white noise, respectively. The original phantom is plotted in panel (a). The
greyscale window is [−0.1, 1.1].
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6. SUMMARY
In this study, we develop an LRME-STIR method for dynamic PACT image reconstruction. Unlike the conven-
tional FBFIR method, the LRME-STIR reconstruct a sequence of images concurrently. The method exploits
both temporal and spatial correlations of the data and thus effectively mitigates image noise. In addition, the
method reduces computational burden significantly. When employed in conjunction with advanced iterative
image reconstruction algorithm, the LRME-STIR method can reduce data acquisition time, improve temporal
resolution, and facilitate four-dimensional PACT applications.
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